II Kings 2 – HOW TO LIVE WHEN TIME’S RUNNING OUT

I. ________________ FOR THE COMING OF THE LORD

II. WALK CLOSELY WITH GOD

1. Gilgal - v. 1 – PLACE OF ________________
   Joshua 4:19
   **We should spend time remembering our beginning as a believer.

2. Bethel - v. 2-3 – The name means “The House Of God” - it was THE PLACE OF ________________
   **Are you living with a sense of the presence of God in your life?

3. Jericho - v. 4-5 – THE PLACE OF ________________ Joshua 6
   **It’s a good idea to remember the victories! Josh. 4:2-9

4. Jordan - v. 6-8 – THE PLACE OF ________________ Joshua 3
   **Can you trace your history with God?

III. COMPLETE THE ________________ GOD HAS GIVEN YOU
    A. v. 9-10 Training His Replacement

    B. v. 11 Traveling His Road

LESSONS:

1. While we are living on this earth, let’s be: watching for the coming of the Lord; walking closely with Him; doing the work He has called us to do.

2. Let’s be like Elisha, walking close to people whom God is using – not like the sons of the prophets who miss out. (Am I an "Elisha" or a "son of the prophets"?)